One of CPR’s greatest strengths is the work produced by its members. CPR's Advisory Council spearheads CPR's innovation, acting as an incubator and sounding board for CPR projects. CPR’s industry-specific committees analyze dispute resolution challenges, recommend global best practices and publish materials on issues at the forefront of legal debate. The balanced perspectives of these committees provide a unique platform for analyzing the latest developments, both legal and practical, in all manner of dispute resolution. Committees meet regularly to analyze trends and develop projects relevant to their practice areas.

The Arbitration Committee is a resource for corporate counsel, lawyers, academics and practitioners seeking rigorous analysis of issues related to improving the quality of domestic and international arbitration. CPR’s largest Committee meets frequently to review trends in arbitration and develop new products.

Projects Include:

The NEW CPR Corporate Counsel Manual for Cross-Border Dispute Resolution, as well as:

- Guidelines for Arbitrators Conducting Complex Arbitrations
- CPR Protocol on Determination of Damages in Arbitration
- Administered Arbitration Rules of Business Disputes
- CPR Guidelines on Early Disposition of Issues in Arbitration
- Protocol on Disclosure of Documents and Presentation of Witnesses in Commercial Arbitration
- Administered Arbitration Rules of International Disputes

REPRESENTATIVE MEMBERS INCLUDE:

- AIG
- GE Oil & Gas
- King & Spalding
- Orange S.A.
- Sullivan & Cromwell LLP

For a full list of committee members please visit our website.